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Mining Knowledge from Big Data

Structured Knowledge 
& Insights

(Semi-)Structured
Data

Unstructured
Text Data Big Data
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Massive Unstructured Text Data

News Social Media Business & Finance

Scientific Papers Medical Records

……
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News Social Media Business & Finance

Scientific Papers Medical Records

……

Massive Unstructured Text Data
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Goal: Texts à Knowledge & Insights

Structured Knowledge 
& InsightsUnstructured Text Data

Automated Models

q This tutorial focuses on data mining methods that turn unstructured 
text data into structured knowledge and insights.

Human
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AutoIE: Texts à Structured Information

q Structuring is the key to turn raw texts into knowledge
q We propose automated information extraction (AutoIE) to convert 

unstructured text into structured information
q Automated named entity recognition 
q Automated relation extraction
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q Understand and Extract Information from Massive Text Corpora
q Organize and Analyze Information using Heterogeneous Information 

Network (HIN)

Phrases

Typed entities

Text Corpus

Knowledge
& Insights 

Existing KB

Heterogeneous 
Information Network (HIN)

Constructing and Mining HINs from Massive Text
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Phrase Mining
(SIGMOD’15, TKDE’18)

Quality Phrases

Taxonomy 
Construction

(KDD’18A, KDD’18B)

Constructed 
Taxonomies

Knowledge Bases Massive Text 
Corpus

Information 
Extraction 

(KDD’15, AAAI’18, 
EMNLP’18)

Typed Entities,
Attributes & Relations

Structured Analysis
(KDD’18C, KDD’18D)

Multidimensional Analysis of Text Corpora: Methodology
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q Introduction

q Part I: Supervised Methods (Handcrafted Features)

q Part II: Supervised Methods (Deep Learning Models)

q Part III: Weakly/Distantly Supervised Methods 

q Part IV: Unsupervised Methods

q Summary and Future Directions

Tutorial Outline



Part I: Supervised Methods 
(Handcrafted Features)
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Named Entity Recognition

q Wikipedia:
q Named-entity recognition (NER) is a subtask of information extraction 

(IE) that seeks to locate and classify named entities in text into pre-
defined categories.

q In IE, A named entity is a real-world object.
q Example
q Input
q Jim bought 300 shares of Acme Corp. in 2006.

q Output
q [Jim]Person bought 300 shares of [Acme Corp.]Organization in [2006]Time.
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Classical Supervised Methods

q Handcrafted Features + Conditional Random Fields
q Popular Tools
q Stanford NER (Finkel et al., ACL’05)
q https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml

q Ohio State University Twitter NER (Ritter et al., EMNLP’11, KDD’12)
q https://github.com/aritter/twitter_nlp

q Labeling Scheme
q BIO
q BIOES

https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml
https://github.com/aritter/twitter_nlp
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Classical Supervised Methods: Training Data

q Sequence labeling framework
q Two popular schemes
q BIO: Begin, In, Out
q BIOES: Begin, In, Out, End, Singleton
q BIOES is arguably better than BIO (Ratinov and Roth, ACL 09)

q Example:
q LABELS: [Jim]Person bought 300 shares of [Acme Corp.]Organization in [2006]Time.
q TOKNES: Jim       bought 300 shares of Acme  Corp.          in  2006    .
q BIO:    B-PER     O      O   O      O  B-ORG I-ORG          O   B-Time  O
q BIOES:  S-PER     O      O   O      O  B-ORG E-ORG          O   S-Time  O
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Classical Supervised Methods: Feature Engineering

q Bag-of-words Features
q Unigrams, Bigrams, …
q Lowercase
q Lemmazation
q Stemming
q Part-of-speech Tags
q Word Shape

q Context Features
q E.g., Left/right 4 words

q Character n-grams
q Useful for unknown words

q Brown Clusters
q Data-driven similar words
q Alleviate sparsity issues

q WordNet Clusters
q Semanticly similar words

q Dictionaries
q Domain-specific dictionaries
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Classical Supervised Methods: CRF

q Conditional Random Field (CRF) model
q Capture the dependencies between labels

Words and Characters (Auto Extracted) Features

All valid label sequences
Predicted label sequence
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Classical Supervised Methods: Drawbacks

q They require
q Human Expert Effort = Domain + Linguistic Expert Effort
q Every single sentence must be fully annotated

q Therefore, it is difficult to adapt them to new domain from the original 
training domain

q New training data à Expensive in specific domains (e.g., biomedical)
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Two Types of Relation Extraction Tasks

q Sentence-level RE
q Given two entities in a sentence (e.g., the result of entity recognition), predict the 

relation between these two entities.
q Relations between the same pair may vary with sentences.
q There may be “no_relation”.

Examples in the TACRED dataset [Zhang et al., 2017]
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Two Types of Relation Extraction Tasks

q Corpus-level RE
q Given two entities (which may not co-occur in one sentence), predict their 

relations reflected by the whole corpus.
q Need to utilize signals from the whole corpus

China
France

Germany

Berlin

Paris
Beijing
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Convolutional Networks with Position Features

q [Zeng et al., 2014] Designed for sentence-level RE
q Derived from sentence classification [Kim, 2014]
q Using CNN to encode word sequences
q WF: word embeddings
q PF: position features
q Distances to the two entities
q We need to know what the two entities are.

Beijing , the capital of China …

Beijing , the capital of China ,

PF1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
PF2 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1



Part II: Supervised Methods 
(Deep Learning Models)
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LSTM-CRF and LSTM-CNN-CRF: Comparison

q Reimers and Gurevych, EMNLP 2017

q Question 1: Is LSTM-CNN-CRF really 
better than LSTM-CRF?

q In fact, LSTM-CNN-CRF’s CPU version 
works better.

q Question 2: Does the CRF layer really 
help? How many layers in LSTM are 
the best?

q CRF layer helps!
q 2 layers seem enough.
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Going Beyond Word Embedding: Language Model

q Using Language Model for better representations:
q Word-level Language Model:
q ELMo (Peters et al., NAACL’18, best paper)
q LD-Net (Liu et al., EMNLP’18)

q Char-level Language Model:
q LM-LSTM-CRF (Liu et al., AAAI’ 18)
q Flair (Akbik et al., COLING’18)

q Hybrid Language Model: 
q Cross View Training (Clark et al., EMNLP’ 2018)
q BERT (Devlin et al., NAACL’19, best paper)
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Input words:   Obama       was         born

Target words:    was          born          in

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

0.3
-0.4
0.5

0.7
0.3
0.2

0.2
0.1
-0.4

0.5
0.4
1.5
2.2

1.0
-3.3
2.2
1.5

0.1
1.2
1.1
2.4

word embedding

What is Language Model?

q Describing the generation of text:
q Predicting the next word based on previous

contexts

q Pros:
q Does not require any human annotations
q Nearly unlimited training data!

q Resulting models can generate sentences of an
unexpectedly high quality
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Example Generations of Neural Language Models

q Char-by-Char Markdown Generations:
q Valid syntax!

q Deep “Donald Trump”: Mimic President Trump

'''See also''': [[List of ethical consent processing]] 

== See also == 
*[[Iender dome of the ED]] 
*[[Anti-autism]]

===[[Religion|Religion]]=== 
*[[French Writings]] 
*[[Maria]] 
*[[Revelation]]
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ELMo (Peters et al., NAACL’18, best paper)

q Add ELMo at the input of RNN. For some tasks (SNLI, SQuAD), including
ELMo at the output brings further improvements

q Keypoint:

q Freeze the weight of the biLM

q Regularization are necessary

␣ V i n k e n ␣

  embedding

 lstm

down-projection

c1, c2,0 c2,1 c2,2 c2,3 c2,4 c2,5 c2,
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[ ]
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…

…

…

…

…
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…
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CRF for Sequence Labeling
Backward PTLM

Forward PTLM
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[ ] concatenate
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LD-Net (Liu et al., EMNLP’18)

q Make the contextualized
represent efficient without
much loss of effectiveness

q How is this even possible?
q Pre-trained language

model contains
abundant information,
however, for a specific
task, only part of it could
be useful.
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LM-LSTM-CRF (Liu et al., AAAI’18)

q Propose to use Character-level language model as a Co-Training objective:
q Character-level language model is efficient -> Do not require additional

training data.
q Character-level language model is more robust to pre-processing.
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Flair (Akbik et al., COLING’18)

q Even for character-level language model, pre-training is very important.
q The structure is the same with LM-LSTM-CRF, the difference is the pre-

training conducted on additional training corpus.
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Cross-view Training (Clark et al., 2018)

q Using more auxiliary task as supervision
q Can be combined with multi-tasking
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BERT (Devlin et al., NAACL’19, best paper)

q Introduce Transformers, use masked language model + next sentence
prediction

q Conduct fine-tuning after pre-training on each task (necessary for
sentence-level tasks, NER is a word level task).
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Going Beyond Word Embedding: New STOAs

q Using Language Model for better representations:
q Word-level Language Model:
q ELMo (Peters et al., NAACL’18, best paper)
q LD-Net (Liu et al., EMNLP’18)

q Char-level Language Model:
q LM-LSTM-CRF (Liu et al., AAAI’ 18)
q Flair (Akbik et al., COLING’18)

q Hybrid Language Model: 
q Cross View Training (Clark et al., EMNLP’ 2018)
q BERT (Devlin et al., NAACL’19, best paper)

92.2
92.0, ~5X faster

91.4
93.1

92.6
92.4 / 92.8

F1 on CoNLL03
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Multi-task Learning (Wang et al., 2018)

q Based on LM-LSTM-CRF
q Biomedical domain specific

only share char-level only share word-level share both char- & word-level
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Recurrent Networks along Shortest Dependency Paths

q [Shwartz et al., 2016] Aggregating sentences for corpus-level RE
q How to denoise the word sequence between two entities?
q Semantic parsing -> Shortest dependency path

q Encode sequences along the SDP
q Four channels: Word, POS tag, dependency label,

and direction (of the dependency edge)

❑ One pair of entities may 
appear in multiple 
sentences: aggregate 
sentence representations 
using average pooling
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Recurrent Networks with Position-Aware Attention

q [Zhang et al., 2018] TACRED: A large (106,264) sentence-level RE dataset

Mike and Lisa got married .



Part III: Weakly/Distantly 
Supervised Methods

IEEE-BigData 2019 Tutorial
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Distantly Supervised NER

q Input
q Unlabeled Raw Texts
q An Entity Dictionary
q entity type, canonical name, [synonyms_1, synonyms_2, …, synonyms_k]

q Output
q A NER model to recognize the entities of the entity types appeared in the 

given dictionary.
q Note that the entities to be recognized can be unseen entities.
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Distantly Supervised NER Methods

q String-match / rule-based distant supervision generation

q AutoEntity, SwellShark, ClusType, …
q Leave the entity span detection to experts
q POS Tag Rule-based (e.g., regular expressions)

q Distant-LSTM-CRF
q Leverage AutoPhrase to extract “aspect terms”

q AutoNER
q A novel “Tie-or-Break” labeling scheme + tailored neural model
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AutoEntity (He, 2017)

q AutoPhrase + Part-of-speech tag rules
q Requires existing KB linkings + human efforts to summarize rules
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SwellShark (Fries et al, 2017)

q Data Programming for Entity 
Typing

q Entity detection: Regular 
expressions based on part-
of-speech tags

q Requires expert efforts
q Candidate Generators
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ClusType (Xiang et al, KDD’15): Phrase Segmentation and 
Heterogeneous Graph Construction

q POS-constrained phrase segmentation for mining candidate entity mentions and
relation phrases, simultaneously

q Construct a heterogeneous graph to represent available information in a unified 
form

Entity mentions are kept
as individual objects to be
disambiguated

Linked to entity surface
names & relation phrases

distant supervision methods encounter the following limita-
tions when handling a large, domain-specific corpus.
• Domain Restriction: They assume entity mentions are
already extracted by existing entity detection tools such as
noun phrase chunkers. These tools are usually trained on
general-domain corpora like news articles (clean, grammat-
ical) and make use of various linguistic features, but do not
work well on specific, dynamic or emerging domains (e.g.,
tweets or restaurant reviews).
• Name Ambiguity: Entity names are often ambiguous—
multiple entities may share the same surface name. In Fig. 1,
for example, the surface name “Washington” can refer to
either the U.S. government, a sport team, or the U.S. capital
city. However, most existing studies [29, 12] simply output a
type distribution for each surface name, instead of an exact
type for each mention of the entity.
• Context Sparsity: Previous methods have di�culties in
handling entity mentions with sparse context. They lever-
age a variety of contextual clues to find sources of shared
semantics across di↵erent entities, including keywords [31],
Wikipedia concepts [29], linguistic patterns [22] and tex-
tual relations [15]. However, there are often many ways to
describe even the same relation between two entities (e.g.,
“beat” and “won the game 34-28 over” in Fig. 1). This poses
challenges on typing entity mentions when they are isolated
from other entities or only share infrequent (sparse) context.
We address these challenges with several intuitive ideas.

First, to address the domain restriction, we consider a domain-
agnostic phrase mining algorithm to extract entity mention
candidates with minimal dependence of linguistic assump-
tion (e.g., part-of-speech (POS) tagging requires fewer as-
sumptions of the linguistic characteristics of a domain than
semantic parsing). Second, to address the name ambiguity,
we do not simply merge the entity mention candidates with
identical surface names but model each of them based on
its surface name and contexts. Third, to address the con-
text sparsity, we mine relation phrases co-occurring with the
mention candidates, and infer synonymous relation phrases
which share similar type signatures (i.e., express similar
types of entities as arguments). This helps form connecting
bridges among entities that do not share identical context,
but share synonymous relation phrases.

To systematically integrate these ideas, we develop a novel
solution called ClusType. First, it mines both entity men-
tion candidates and relation phrases by POS-constrained
phrase segmentation; this demonstrates great cross-domain
performance (Sec. 3.1). Second, it constructs a heteroge-
neous graph to faithfully represent candidate entity men-
tions, entity surface names, and relation phrases and their
relationship types in a unified form (see Fig. 2). The en-
tity mentions are kept as individual objects to be disam-
biguated, and linked to surface names and relation phrases
(Sec. 3.2-3.4). With the heterogeneous graph, we formulate
a graph-based semi-supervised learning of two tasks jointly:
(1) type propagation on graph, and (2) relation phrase clus-
tering. By clustering synonymous relation phrases, we can
propagate types among entities bridged via these synony-
mous relation phrases. Conversely, derived entity argument
types serve as good features for clustering relation phrases.
These two tasks mutually enhance each other and lead to
quality recognition of unlinkable entity mentions. In this
paper, we present an alternating minimization algorithm to
e�ciently solve the joint optimization problem, which iter-
ates between type propagation and relation phrase clustering
(Sec. 4). To our knowledge, this is the first work to integrate
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Figure 2: The constructed heterogeneous graph.

entity recognition with textual relation clustering.
The major novel contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) we develop an e�cient, domain-independent phrase min-
ing algorithm for entity mention candidate and relation phrase
extraction; (2) we propose a relation phrase-based entity
recognition approach which models the type of each en-
tity mention in a scalable way and softly clusters relation
phrases, to resolve name ambiguity and context sparsity
issues; (3) we formulate a joint optimization problem for
clustering-integrated type propagation; and (4) our experi-
ments on three datasets of di↵erent genres—news, Yelp re-
views and tweets— demonstrate that the proposed method
achieves significant improvement over the state-of-the-art
(e.g., 58.3% enhancement in F1 on the Yelp dataset over
the best competitor from existing work).

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION
The input to our proposed ER framework is a document

collection D, a knowledge base  with type schema T , and a
target type set T ⇢ T . In this work, we use the type schema
of Freebase [1] and assume T is covered by Freebase.
An entity mention, m, is a token span in the text docu-

ment which refers to a real-world entity e. Let cm denote
the surface name of m. In practice, people may use mul-
tiple surface names to refer to the same entity (e.g., “black
mamba” and “KB” for Kobe Bryant). On the other hand, a
surface name c could refer to di↵erent entities (e.g., “Wash-

ington” in Fig. 1). Moreover, even though an entity e can
have multiple types (e.g., J.F.K. airport is both a location
and an organization), the type of its specific mention m is
usually unambiguous [8]. We use a type indicator vector
ym 2 {0, 1}T to denote the entity type for each mention m,
where T = |T | + 1, i.e., m has type t 2 T or is Not-of-
Interest (NOI). By estimating ym, one can predict type of
m as type (m) = argmax1iT ym,i .
Extracting textual relations from documents has been pre-

viously studied [4] and applied to entity typing [22, 15]. A
relation phrase is a phrase that denotes a unary or binary re-
lation in a sentence [4] (see Fig. 3 for example). We leverage
the rich semantics embedded in relation phrases to provide
type cues for their entity arguments. Specifically, we define
the type signature of a relation phrase p as two indicator vec-
tors pL ,pR 2 RT . They measure how likely the left/right
entity arguments of p belong to di↵erent types (T or NOI). A
large positive value on pL,t (pR,t ) indicates that the left/right
argument of p is likely of type t.
Let M = {m1, ...,mM} denote the set of M candidate en-

tity mentions extracted from D. Suppose a subset of entity
mentions ML ⇢ M can be confidently mapped to entities in
 . The type of a linked candidate m 2 ML can be obtained
based on its mapping entity e(m) (see Sec. 4.1). This work
focuses on predicting the types of unlinkable candidate men-

Weight assignment: The more 
two objects are likely to share 
the same label, the larger the 
weight will be associated with 
their connecting edge
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Distant-LSTM-CRF
(Giannakopoulos et al., 2018)

q AutoPhrase + LSTM-CRF
q AutoPhrase generates labels
q Heuristically set thresholds

q LSTM-CRF builds models
q Both word & char info are used

q Problem
q High thresholds needed for 

clean positive labels
è many false-negative labels
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AutoNER (Shang et al., 2018): Dual Dictionaries

q A core dictionary
q Leads to high-precision but low-recall matches

q A “full” dictionary
q Leads to high-recall but low-precision matches
q Introduce out-of-dictionary high-quality phrases as new entities
q Their types are “unknown”
q It could be any IOBES + any type
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AutoNER: Fuzzy-LSTM-CRF Baseline Model
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AutoNER: “Tie or Break” Labeling Scheme

q Instead of labeling each token, we choose to tag the connection between 
two adjacent tokens.

q For every two adjacent tokens, the connection between them is labeled as 
q (1) Tie, when the two tokens are matched to the same entity 
q (2) Unknown, if at least one of the tokens belongs to an unknown-typed 

high-quality phrase; 
q (3) Break, otherwise. 
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AutoNER: Tailored Neural Model
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Comparison – Biomedical Domain
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Distantly Supervised Relation Extraction

Text corpus

Knowledge Bases

“Matchable” relationships ...

(Mintz et al., 2009) , (Riedek et al., 2010), (Lin et al., 2012), (Ling et al., 2012),
(Surdeanu et al., 2012), (Xu et al., 2013), (Nagesh et al., 2014), …

Freely available!
•Common knowledge
•Life sciences
•Art …

Rapidly
growing!

Number of Wikipedia articles

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Size_of_Wikipedia

Human crowds

“Un-matchable”
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Position-Aware CNN with Attention Over Instances

q [Lin et al., 2016] Attention over matched instances
q One tuple in KB can be matched multiple times in the corpus.
q Not all matched instances indicate the relation in KB.
q KB: (Beijing, capital of, China)
q Matched sentence: Beijing is a city in China.

q Entity pair representation is a weighted sum of 
sentence representation.

n sentences containing entity 
pair (Beijing, China)
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S2_Obama
author

politician
S1_Barack Obama

Entity 
Mention

Embedding 
Space

CONTEXT_
president

president_of

author_of

(Barack Obama, 
US, S1)

BETWEEN_
president

BETWEEN_
book

Relation  Mention
Embedding Space

(“Obama”, “Dream of 
My Father”, S2)

Model entity-
relation 

interactions

S3_Barack Obama

artist

CONTEXT_
book

person

location

travel_to
BETWEEN_

back to

CoType: Co-Embedding for Typing Entities and Relations

(Ren et al. WWW’17)

Mention

Feature

Type

politician

artist

person

None

(“Barack Obama”, 
“US”, S1)

author_of

born_in

president_ofNoneEM1_Obama
BETWEEN_

book

BETWEEN_
president

HEAD_Obama

TOKEN_
States

CONTEXT_
book

CONTEXT_
president

EM1_
Barack Obama

book

(“Barack Obama”, 
“United States”, S3)

(“Obama”, “Dream of 
My Father”, S2)

travel_to

S1_"US”

S1_”Barack 
Obama”

S3_”Barack 
Obama”

S3_”United 
States”

S2_”Dream of 
My Father”

S2_”Obama”

Relation 
Mention

Entity 
Mention

Entity 
Type

LOC
ORG

Object interactions in a heterogeneous graph Low-dimensional vector spaces
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Modeling Mention-Feature Co-occurrences

q Second-order Proximity
Mentions with similar distributions over text features
should have similar types

Vertex mi and mj have a 
large second-order 
proximity

TKN_
Trump

BETWEEN_pres
ident

EM2_US

EM2_United
States

S7: (Donald Trump, United
States)

S6: (Trump, US)

mi mj

???president of

(Tang et al., WWW’15), (Ren et al. WWW’17)
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Challenge: Context-Agnostic Labeling

ID Sentence

S2 The protest was aimed at Donald Trump, the recently 
inaugurated president of the United States. 

Relation types
from knowledge base

Type labels for relation mention:
Entity 1

Donald Trump
Entity 2

United States

president of
live in

born in

E1: Donald J. Trump E2: United States

E1 Types: person, politician,
businessman, author, actor E2 Types: location, organization

Relations between E1, E2 in KB:
president of, live in, born in
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Context-Aware Type Modeling

Partial-label Loss
qVector representation of the relation mention should 
be more similar to its “best” candidate type, than to 
any other non-candidate type

Maximal score for non-candidate types

Score for “best” candidate type

(Ren et al. WWW’17)
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Modeling Entity-Relation Interactions

q

Low-dimensional vector space

m1 = “USA”
(country)

m2 = “Washington D.C.”
(city)

z = capital_city_of

“France”

“Paris”

positive
relation triple

negative
relation triple

(Bordes, NIPS’13), (Ren et al., WWW’17)

Error on a relation triple (z, m1, m2):
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Reducing Error Propagation: 
A Joint Optimization Framework

(Ren et al., WWW’17)

Modeling entity-
relation interactions

Modeling types of relation mentions

Modeling types of entity mentions
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CoType: Comparing with
State-of-the-Arts RE Systems

q Given candidate relation mentions, predict its relation type if it expresses a relation of interest;
otherwise, output “None”

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5

P
re
ci
si
o
n

Recall

DeepWalk DS+Logistic LINE MultiR CoType-RM CoType • DS+Logistic (Stanford, ACL’09): logistic classifier
on DS

• MultiR (UW, ACL’11): handles inappropriate
labels in DS

• DeepWalk (StonyBrook, KDD’14): 
homogeneous graph embedding

• LINE (MSR, WWW’15): joint feature & type 
embedding

• CoType-RM (WWW’17): only models relation
mentions

• CoType (WWW’17): models entity-relation
interactions

NYT public dataset (Riedel et al. 2010, Hoffmann et al., 2011): 1.18M sentences in the corpus,
395 manually annotated sentences for evaluation, 24 relation types
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Weakly Supervised Relation Extraction

q

China, Beijing
France, Paris
UK, London

[Capital of]

Japan, Tokyo
USA, Washington
German, Berlin

Knowledge Base Completion

Corpus-level Relation Extraction

Challenge:
The given seeds are 

very limited
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Pattern-Based Approaches

q Snowball [Agichtein et al., 2000] and PATTY [Nakashole et al., 2012]
q Extract textual patterns (e.g., tokens between a pair of entities) and new relation 

instances in a bootstrapping manner
q Assumption: For an entity pair, their relation is described in sentences mentioning 

both of them.

<Ent> is the capital of <Ent>
<Ent> , capital of <Ent>

the capital city of <Ent> is <Ent>

Reliable Textual Patterns
Pattern Matching

China, Beijing
France, Paris
UK, London

[Capital of]
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❑ TransE [Bordes et al., 2014] and RK [Wang et la., 2016]
❑ Learn distributed representations for entities based on their co-occurrence
❑ Similar entities will have similar representations
❑ Train a classifier for relation prediction

Distributional Approaches

China, Beijing
France, Paris
UK, London

[Capital of]

China, Beijing
France, Paris
UK, London

[Capital of]

Country

City

China
France

Germany

Berlin

Paris
Beijing

TransE

RK
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Beijing , China ’s massive capital , has 
history stretching back 3 millennia . 

Pattern-based Methods

Distributional Methods
ChinaBeijing

Local

Global

Integration:
We may need less seeds

Combining Patterns and Embedding
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Pattern Model Distributional Model

Seeds
Co-Training

Supervision

Supervision

Pattern-Enhanced Embedding Learning

q REPEL [Qu et al., 2018]
q Encourage both models to generate extra supervision for each other to complement 

the limited supervision from the given seeds
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q

<Ent> is the capital of <Ent>
<Ent> , capital of <Ent>

the capital city of <Ent> is <Ent>

Reliable Textual Patterns Relation Classifier
China

France
Germany

Berlin

Paris
Beijing

Capital of

Score 0.9

Co-Training Framework
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q Patterns along the shortest dependency path

q Use the given seeds to measure the pattern reliability

Beijing , China ’s massive capital , has 
history stretching back 3 millennia . 

<Ent> <Ent> capital

China, Beijing

China, Shanghai

Germany, Berlin

USA, NYC

1
---
4

= 0.25R(p|r) =
|Ep

!
Sr|

|Ep|
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q
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Generator Discriminator

China
France

Germany

Berlin

Paris

Beijing

[ENT] capital [ENT]

[ENT] [ENT] ’s capital

capital [ENT] [ENT]

Pattern Model Distributional Model

[ENT] [ENT] ’s capital  0.9
Pattern Reliability:

Candidate Pairs:
Capital of

Japan Tokyo
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Optimization

q

Pattern Model Distributional Model

Seeds

Supervision

Supervision
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Optimization

q

Pattern Model Distributional Model

Seeds

Supervision

Supervision
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Experiments

❑ REPEL is comparable with the neural 
methods in the weakly-supervised setting

❑ REPEL outperforms the joint training 
methods

❑ The distributional module helps improve 
the pattern module (REPEL vs REPEL-P)



Part IV: Unsupervised Methods

IEEE-BigData 2019 Tutorial
Taming Unstructured Big Data: Automated Information Extraction from Massive Text
Xuan Wang, Yu Zhang, Qi Li, Jiawei Han
Computer Science, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
December 11, 2019
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PENNER: Pattern-Enhanced Nested Named Entity 
Recognition in Biomedical Literature 

q [Wang et al., 2018]
q What is a nested entity structure?
q Example: PID: 10190572:
q “… although each of the agents alone caused only slight increase in the 

[[alanine]CHEMICAL aminotransferase]PROTEIN activity.”
q PubTator recognizes “alanine” as a CHEMICAL but misses “alanine 

aminotransferase” as a PROTEIN
q Nested entities are very important!
q 17% of the entities in the GENIA dataset are embedded with another entity
q Many downstream tasks require us to detect not just the inner-most entity
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q Nested BioNER with very weak supervision
q Idea: Nested structure as a pattern-level phenomenon

CHEMICAL aminotransferase =  PROTEIN
GENE mRNA release = PROCESS

q Framework
q Taking a corpus pre-tagged by any flat NER tool as input
q Unsupervised meta-pattern extraction
q Few-shot nested entity recognition for each type

q Evaluation
q Outperforming baselines in both meta-pattern extraction and nested NER
q Detecting new entity types with few seeds
q Improving annotation results over PubTator

PENNER: Key Ideas of Using Meta-Pattern



ID Sentence

1 TERT encodes the reverse transcriptase subunit of 
human telomerase.

2 The FGFR-2 receptor is a membrane-spanning tyrosine 
kinase.

3 Each of the agents alone caused only slight increase in 
the alanine aminotransferase activity.

… …

ID Sentence

1 GENE_TERT encodes the reverse transcriptase subunit 
of SPECIES_human telomerase.

2 The GENE_FGFR-2 receptor is a membrane-spanning 
CHEMICAL_tyrosine kinase.

3 Each of the agents alone caused only slight increase in 
the CHEMICAL_alanine aminotransferase activity.

… …

Flat Entity Recognition

Meta-Pattern
SPECIES telomerase
CHEMICAL kinase

CHEMICAL aminotransferase
GENE level

male SPECIES
several DISEASE

…

Meta-Pattern ExtractionInput Corpus

GENE
CHEMICAL peroxidase

GENE upregulation
GENE downregulation

CHEMICAL
GENE agonist

Seed Sets

GENE
CHEMICAL peroxidase

SPECIES telomerase
CHEMICAL kinase

Round 1

CHEMICAL
GENE agonist

GENE antagonist

GENE upregulation
GENE downregulation

GENE expression

GENE
CHEMICAL peroxidase

SPECIES telomerase
CHEMICAL kinase

CHEMICAL aminotransferase
CHEMICAL hydrolase

Round 2

…

…

…

…

…

…

Context InformationWeak Supervision Pattern Expansion

ID Sentence

1 TERT encodes the reverse transcriptase subunit of 
GENE_human_telomerase.

2 The FGFR-2 receptor is a membrane-spanning 
GENE_tyrosine_kinase.

3
Each of the agents alone caused only slight 
increase in the GENE_alanine_aminotransferase
activity.

… …

Nested Entity Recognition

Framework Overview
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Weakly-supervised Pattern Expansion

q Finding new patterns with few user-specified seeds
q Method: SetExpan (Shen et al., ECML-PKDD 2017): Skip-gram + Rank Ensemble

GENE
CHEMICAL peroxidase

Seed Sets GENE
CHEMICAL peroxidase

SPECIES telomerase
CHEMICAL kinase

Round 1
GENE

CHEMICAL peroxidase
SPECIES telomerase
CHEMICAL kinase

CHEMICAL aminotransferase
CHEMICAL hydrolase

Round 2 …

…

Context Information
(Corpus)

Weak supervision
(User-specified seeds)
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Expanding Multiple Sets Simultaneously

q SetExpan essentially combines frequency and context similarity
q Unlike entities, some meta-patterns may be extremely frequent (e.g., 

“CHEMICAL”)
q Utilizing the mutual exclusiveness of seed sets

GENE
CHEMICAL peroxidase

GENE upregulation
GENE downregulation

CHEMICAL
GENE agonist

Seed Sets

GENE
CHEMICAL peroxidase

SPECIES telomerase
CHEMICAL kinase

Round 1

CHEMICAL
GENE agonist

GENE antagonist

GENE upregulation
GENE downregulation

GENE expression

GENE
CHEMICAL peroxidase

SPECIES telomerase
CHEMICAL kinase

CHEMICAL aminotransferase
CHEMICAL hydrolase

Round 2

…

…

…

…

…

…
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Pattern-Level Task: Meta-Pattern Extraction

Embedding

SetExpan

PENNER
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• “Precision”: NDCG of the ranking list of expanded entities

• “Recall”: Number of correct instances

• Embedding does not consider frequency—Infrequent patterns may have 
inaccurate embeddings

• SetExpan does not exploit mutual exclusiveness—Extremely frequent patterns 
may cause semantic drift during expansion

Entity-level Task: Nested NER
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• Detecting Biological Process and Treatment entities using only two seeds!

• Fine-grained flat NER may further improve the performance.

• E.g., pattern1: CHEMICAL treatment (Treatment) 
instance: CHEMICAL = resveratrol, simvastatin, quercetin, … (drug)
pattern2: CHEMICAL exposure (symptom rather than treatment)
instance: CHEMICAL = lead, mercury, hydrofluoric acid, … (toxic)

Detecting New Entity Types
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• Nested Structure + New Entity Types

Comparison with PubTator
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MetaPAD: Meta Pattern-driven Attribute Discovery 
from Massive Text Corpora

q [Jiang et al., KDD 2017]
q Motivation:

Burkina Faso: $COUNTRYBlaise Compaoré:
$PERSON.POLITICIAN

age:65

population: 17 millionpresident

Given a sentence in a large corpus, “President Blaise Compaoré’s 
government of Burkina Faso was founded…”, …

We may find:

q Attribute Discovery: Two tasks

Task 2: ⟨entity type, attribute name⟩
⟨$COUNTRY, president⟩
⟨$COUNTRY, population⟩
⟨$PERSON, age⟩

Task 1: ⟨entity, attribute name, attribute value⟩
⟨Burkina Faso, president, Blaise Compaoré⟩
⟨Burkina Faso, population, 17 million⟩
⟨Blaise Compaoré, age, 65⟩

Instance-level Type-level
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Previous Work on Finding E-A-V and Typed Patterns
Ignore entity-typing information!q Task 1: Finding E-A-V at the Instance Level 

q Stanford OpenIE [ACL’15], AI2’s Open IE-Ollie [EMNLP’12]
q Learn syntactic and lexical patterns of expressing relations

q Input: “President Blaise Compaoré’s government of Burkina Faso was founded…”
q Output: ⟨President Blaise Compaoré, have, government of Burkina Faso⟩L

q Task 2: Finding Typed Patterns
q Google’s Biperpedia+ARI [VLDB’14, WWW’16], ReNoun [EMNLP’15]:

q Input: “…Sunday night, Burkina Faso…” and the “A, E” pattern
q Output: ⟨$COUNTRY, Sunday night⟩L

Query log: Highly constrained and unavailable

“president of united states” “A of E”, “E ’s A”, “E A”, “A, E”

“Barack Obama, President of U.S., ” “O, A of S,”, “S A O”
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Our Meta-Pattern Methodology

(#1) “President Blaise Compaoré’s government of Burkina Faso was founded …”
(#2) “President Barack Obama’s government of U.S. claimed that…”
(#3) “U.S. President Barack Obama visited …”

⟨Burkina Faso, {president}, Blaise Compaoré⟩

⟨$COUNTRY, {president}, $POLITICIAN⟩

⎡president $PERSON.POLITICIAN ’s government of $LOCATION.COUNTRY⎦ was founded…

⎡$LOCATION.COUNTRY president $PERSON.POLITICIAN⎦ …

⟨U.S., {president}, Barack Obama⟩

Meta pattern segmentation

Adjust types for
appropriate granularity

Meta patterns:

Joint
extraction

Generate patterns
with massive
instances in the data

Generate massive
triples by matching
the meta patterns

Group synonymous
patterns by massive triples

No heavy annotation required
No domain knowledge required
No query log required
if we can recognize and type the
entities in the same manner…
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Pattern Discovery by Phrase Mining and Entity Typing

“President Blaise Compaoré’s government of Burkina Faso was founded …”

Phrase mining (SegPhrase and AutoPhrase)

“president blaise_compaoré’s government of burkina_faso was founded …”

Entity recognition and typing with Distant Supervision (ClusType)

“president $PERSON’s government of $LOCATION was founded …”

“president $PERSON.POLITICIAN’s government of $LOCATION.COUNTRY was founded …”

Fine-grained typing (PLE by Ren et al. KDD’16)
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Meta-Pattern Quality Assessment and Segmentation

A rich set of features:
üFrequency
üConcordance: “$PERSON’s wife”

üCompleteness: “$COUNTRY president” vs. “$COUNTRY president $POLITICIAN”

üInformativeness: “$PERSON and $PERSON ” vs. “$PERSON ’s wife, $PERSON”

Regression Q(.): random forest with only 300 labels

president $PERSON.POLITICIAN ’s government of $LOCATION.COUNTRY

Q(.)↑
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Grouping Synonymous Patterns

$COUNTRY president $POLITICIAN

president $POLITICIAN of $COUNTRY

$PERSON, $DIGIT,

$PERSON’s age is $DIGIT

$PERSON, a $DIGIT-year-old

president

⟨United States, Barack Obama⟩

⟨Barack Obama, 55⟩

⟨Justin Trudeau, 43⟩

⟨$COUNTRY, president, $POLITICIAN⟩

⟨$PERSON, {age, -year-old}, $DIGIT⟩
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Results: Patterns, Entities and Attribute Values in News Corpus

Meta patterns Entity Attribute value

$COMPANY CEO $PERSON

$COMPANY chief executive $PERSON

$PERSON, the $COMPANY CEO,
…
$COMPANY former CEO $PERSON

$PERSON, the $COMPANY former CEO,

Apple Tim Cook

Facebook Mark Zuckerberg

Hewlett-Packard Carly Fiorina

… …

Infor Charles Phillips

Afghan Citadel Roya Mahboob

Meta patterns Entity Attribute value

$COUNTRY President $POLITICIAN

$COUNTRY’s president $POLITICIAN

President $POLITICIAN of $COUNTRY

…
$POLITICIAN’s government of $COUNTRY

United States Barack Obama

Russia Vladimir Putin

France Francois Hollande

… …

Burkina Faso Blaise Compaoré
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CPIE: Clause+Pattern-guided Information Extraction

Input: raw text

Amphetamine and cocaine decreased 
susceptibility to myoclonus in young 
mice and increased susceptibility in 
mature mice.

<CHEMICAL>Amphetamine</
CHEMICAL> and 
<CHEMICAL>cocaine</CHEMICAL> 
decreased susceptibility to 
<DISEASE>myoclonus</DISEASE> in 
young <SPECIES>mice</ SPECIES> 
and increased susceptibility in mature 
<SPECIES>mice</SPECIES>. 

Named entity recognition Clauses extraction

" CHEMICAL_Amphetamine " "decreased" 
"susceptibility to DISEASE_myoclonus in 
young SPECIES_mice " 

" CHEMICAL_cocaine " "decreased" 
"susceptibility to DISEASE_myoclonus in 
young SPECIES_mice "

" CHEMICAL_Amphetamine " "decreased" 
“susceptibility"

" CHEMICAL_cocaine " "decreased" 
"susceptibility" 

" CHEMICAL_Amphetamine " "increased" 
"susceptibility in mature SPECIES_mice " 

" CHEMICAL_cocaine " "increased" 
"susceptibility in mature SPECIES_mice “

" CHEMICAL_Amphetamine " "increased" 
“susceptibility"

" CHEMICAL_cocaine " "increased" 
“susceptibility" 

Meta-pattern extraction

CHEMICAL decreased susceptibility to 
DISEASE in young SPECIES

CHEMICAL increased susceptibility in 
mature SPECIES

Output: relationships

CHEMICAL: Amphetamine decreased 
susceptibility to DISEASE: myoclonus 
in young SPECIES: mice 

CHEMICAL: cocaine decreased 
susceptibility to DISEASE: myoclonus 
in young SPECIES: mice

❑ [Wang et al., 2018] Incorporate clause analysis in meta-pattern discovery
❑ Motivation: Long and complicated sentences in biomedical research articles
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Framework

q Named Entity Recognition (NER): 
q PubTator (Wei et al., 2013)
q Fully annotated PubMed abstracts: gene, chemical, disease, species and SNP

q Clause Extraction: 
q ClausIE (Corro and Gemulla, 2013)
q Extract all possible clauses from an input sentence.

q Candidate Meta-pattern Generation:
q Take the segment between the first and last typed entity in each input clause as a 

candidate meta-pattern.
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Experiments: Dataset

q Dataset: 28,007 PubMed abstracts 

Table 2: Statistics of the CTD dataset subset used in our ex-
periments.

# of Entity # of Relation # of PMID

Chemical-Gene Chemical: 7,187
Gene: 667 163,126 26,786

Chemical-Disease Chemical: 7,187
Disease: 598 84,104 1,619

Disease-Gene Gene: 669
Disease: 599 834 1,622

Total
Chemical: 7,187

Gene: 669
Disease: 599

248,064 28,007

the above three relation types that are associated with experimental
evidence in the CTD database. Among these relationships, there
are 7,187 chemical, 669 gene and 599 disease entities. CTD also
provides the PMIDs of PubMed papers related to these selected
relationships. We collect all the 28,007 PubMed abstracts that are
shown to be associated with the above relationships in CTD as our
input corpus. All the following experiments are performed on this
PubMed subset corpus.

6.2 Performance comparison
Baselines. To show the e�ectiveness of CPIE, we compare it with
the following state-of-the-art OpenIE approaches:

• ClausIE [10] adopts clause patterns to handle long-distance re-
lationships.

• Stanford OpenIE [2] learns a clause splitter via distant training
data.

• Ollie [37] utilizes open pattern learning and extracts patterns
over dependency path and part-of-speech tags.

• MinIE [13] re�nes tuples extracted by ClausIE by identifying
and removing parts that are considered overly speci�c.

Evaluation Metrics.We randomly sample 100 sentences from the
28,007 input PubMed abstracts for performance comparison. All
of the compared benchmarks, as well as our method, will assign
a con�dence score to each extracted tuple. We rank all the tuples
according to their con�dence scores. Based on the ranking list,
the following measures can be adopted: (1) P@k is the ratio of
correct tuples in the top k extractions. (2)MAP is the mean average
precision of the whole ranking list. (3) NDCG@k is the normalized
discounted cumulative gain at rank k . The detailed de�nition of
these common ranking measures can be found in [38]. Note that
we do not use recall in OpenIE since it is infeasible to know all the
“correct” tuples.

For eachmethod, we select the top 100 tuples from its ranking list
andmanually label them. The annotator is asked to evaluate without
knowing which model produced the results, eliminating potential
bias in evaluation. Similar to the settings in previous studies [10],
one tuple will be judged as correct if it reads smoothly and meets
the fact described in the sentence. For example, both (“DISEASE”,
“is”, “DISEASE”) and (“DISEASE”, “induced by”, “CHEMICAL in
SPECIES”) are correct. However, (“SPECIES”, “is”, “a CHEMICAL”)
and (“CHEMICAL”, “inhibited”, “GENE and”) will not be counted

Table 3: Performance comparison with state-of-the-art Ope-
nIE systems, using Precision (P@k), Mean Average Preci-
sion (MAP) and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain
(NDCG@k). k = 50, 100.

P@50 P@100 MAP NDCG@50 NDCG@100
ClausIE [10] 0.800 0.860 0.800 0.710 0.875
Stanford [2] 0.800 0.800 0.765 0.714 0.870
Ollie [37] 0.920 0.890 0.917 0.935 0.982
MinIE [13] 0.840 0.830 0.820 0.800 0.918

CPIE 0.940 0.900 0.956 0.956 0.991

Figure 4: The Precision@k curves of di�erent methods.

since they have logical or syntactical mistakes. Besides, each tu-
ple should describe exactly one proposition. Tuples with zero or
more than two propositions (e.g., (“CHEMICAL”, “and”, “CHEMI-
CAL”) and (“DISEASE”, “is”, “induced by CHEMICAL and has no
relationships with GENE”)) will be labeled as incorrect.
Results. Table 3 and Figure 4 demonstrate the performances of dif-
ferent OpenIE approaches. Our method CPIE can be seen as clause
extraction + meta-pattern discovery. We also tried MetaPAD alone
without clause extraction but it doesn’t work due to pattern sparsity
in biomedical text. In Table 3, our method is consistently the best
according to the rank-based measures, especially compared with
ClauseIE without meta-pattern discovery. Ollie ranks the second
and achieves a similar P@100 with our method. However, forMAP

and NDCG@50, CPIE outperforms Ollie by a large margin, indicat-
ing we have a rather high precision for top-ranked tuples. In Figure
4, our curve is higher than other baselines for any k . Besides, we
can observe that for CPIE and Ollie, P@k decreases with k , which
means the tuple score is a good indicator of the correctness. From
this perspective, the features we de�ned in Section 5.1 are reliable
in evaluating the quality of tuples or meta-patterns.
Distinctiveness and Simplicity. For OpenIE, there are two other
important criteria.
• Distinctiveness: For the same sentence, we expect that the ex-
tracted tuples should have di�erent semantics with each other. It
is not satisfying if they are just paraphrasing each other.

• Simplicity: Each tuple should clearly explain only one proposi-
tion. The ideal cases could be using phrases with two or three
words to represent subjects, predicates, and objects.
A direct way to examine distinctiveness of our extractions is to

calculate the average Jaccard similarity between extractions from

Corpus statistics from Comparative Toxicogenomics Database (CTD) 

Output

Synonymous meta-pattern 
grouping

Meta-pattern discovery

Clause extraction (ClausIE)

Named entity recognition 
(PubTator)

Input corpus
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Performance Comparison with OpenIE
Methods

Table 2: Statistics of the CTD dataset subset used in our ex-
periments.

# of Entity # of Relation # of PMID

Chemical-Gene Chemical: 7,187
Gene: 667 163,126 26,786

Chemical-Disease Chemical: 7,187
Disease: 598 84,104 1,619

Disease-Gene Gene: 669
Disease: 599 834 1,622

Total
Chemical: 7,187

Gene: 669
Disease: 599

248,064 28,007

the above three relation types that are associated with experimental
evidence in the CTD database. Among these relationships, there
are 7,187 chemical, 669 gene and 599 disease entities. CTD also
provides the PMIDs of PubMed papers related to these selected
relationships. We collect all the 28,007 PubMed abstracts that are
shown to be associated with the above relationships in CTD as our
input corpus. All the following experiments are performed on this
PubMed subset corpus.

6.2 Performance comparison
Baselines. To show the e�ectiveness of CPIE, we compare it with
the following state-of-the-art OpenIE approaches:

• ClausIE [10] adopts clause patterns to handle long-distance re-
lationships.

• Stanford OpenIE [2] learns a clause splitter via distant training
data.

• Ollie [37] utilizes open pattern learning and extracts patterns
over dependency path and part-of-speech tags.

• MinIE [13] re�nes tuples extracted by ClausIE by identifying
and removing parts that are considered overly speci�c.

Evaluation Metrics.We randomly sample 100 sentences from the
28,007 input PubMed abstracts for performance comparison. All
of the compared benchmarks, as well as our method, will assign
a con�dence score to each extracted tuple. We rank all the tuples
according to their con�dence scores. Based on the ranking list,
the following measures can be adopted: (1) P@k is the ratio of
correct tuples in the top k extractions. (2)MAP is the mean average
precision of the whole ranking list. (3) NDCG@k is the normalized
discounted cumulative gain at rank k . The detailed de�nition of
these common ranking measures can be found in [38]. Note that
we do not use recall in OpenIE since it is infeasible to know all the
“correct” tuples.

For eachmethod, we select the top 100 tuples from its ranking list
andmanually label them. The annotator is asked to evaluate without
knowing which model produced the results, eliminating potential
bias in evaluation. Similar to the settings in previous studies [10],
one tuple will be judged as correct if it reads smoothly and meets
the fact described in the sentence. For example, both (“DISEASE”,
“is”, “DISEASE”) and (“DISEASE”, “induced by”, “CHEMICAL in
SPECIES”) are correct. However, (“SPECIES”, “is”, “a CHEMICAL”)
and (“CHEMICAL”, “inhibited”, “GENE and”) will not be counted

Table 3: Performance comparison with state-of-the-art Ope-
nIE systems, using Precision (P@k), Mean Average Preci-
sion (MAP) and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain
(NDCG@k). k = 50, 100.

P@50 P@100 MAP NDCG@50 NDCG@100
ClausIE [10] 0.800 0.860 0.800 0.710 0.875
Stanford [2] 0.800 0.800 0.765 0.714 0.870
Ollie [37] 0.920 0.890 0.917 0.935 0.982
MinIE [13] 0.840 0.830 0.820 0.800 0.918

CPIE 0.940 0.900 0.956 0.956 0.991

Figure 4: The Precision@k curves of di�erent methods.

since they have logical or syntactical mistakes. Besides, each tu-
ple should describe exactly one proposition. Tuples with zero or
more than two propositions (e.g., (“CHEMICAL”, “and”, “CHEMI-
CAL”) and (“DISEASE”, “is”, “induced by CHEMICAL and has no
relationships with GENE”)) will be labeled as incorrect.
Results. Table 3 and Figure 4 demonstrate the performances of dif-
ferent OpenIE approaches. Our method CPIE can be seen as clause
extraction + meta-pattern discovery. We also tried MetaPAD alone
without clause extraction but it doesn’t work due to pattern sparsity
in biomedical text. In Table 3, our method is consistently the best
according to the rank-based measures, especially compared with
ClauseIE without meta-pattern discovery. Ollie ranks the second
and achieves a similar P@100 with our method. However, forMAP

and NDCG@50, CPIE outperforms Ollie by a large margin, indicat-
ing we have a rather high precision for top-ranked tuples. In Figure
4, our curve is higher than other baselines for any k . Besides, we
can observe that for CPIE and Ollie, P@k decreases with k , which
means the tuple score is a good indicator of the correctness. From
this perspective, the features we de�ned in Section 5.1 are reliable
in evaluating the quality of tuples or meta-patterns.
Distinctiveness and Simplicity. For OpenIE, there are two other
important criteria.
• Distinctiveness: For the same sentence, we expect that the ex-
tracted tuples should have di�erent semantics with each other. It
is not satisfying if they are just paraphrasing each other.

• Simplicity: Each tuple should clearly explain only one proposi-
tion. The ideal cases could be using phrases with two or three
words to represent subjects, predicates, and objects.
A direct way to examine distinctiveness of our extractions is to

calculate the average Jaccard similarity between extractions from
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Quality Meta-patternsFigure 7: Pie chart of quality meta-pattern counts by group.

Table 4: Top-15 quality meta-patterns.

Quality meta-patterns Count
CHEMICAL induced DISEASE 306
CHEMICAL inhibited GENE 270
CHEMICAL increased GENE 245
DISEASE be induced by CHEMICAL 233
DISEASE induced by CHEMICAL 181
CHEMICAL inhibits GENE 153
GENE receptor is GENE 145
GENE inhibitor CHEMICAL 138
CHEMICAL inhibited CHEMICAL 126
CHEMICAL inhibited DISEASE 101
DISEASE be induced by CHEMICAL in SPECIES 25
CHEMICAL induces apoptosis in SPECIES DISEASE 25
DISEASE induced by CHEMICAL in SPECIES 20
CHEMICAL against CHEMICAL induced DISEASE 15
SPECIES be treated with CHEMICAL 275

the relation instances for each type, which makes the output more
structured for downstream applications.

6.3.3 Relationship instances extracted by quality meta-pa�erns.
For each quality meta-pattern we extracted, we perform pattern
matching in the input corpus and successfully identify many rela-
tion tuples for each meta-pattern. In Table 6, we list some examples
of the quality meta-pattern and its corresponding relation tuples, to-
gether with the PMID in which we extracted this tuple. We showed
that the tuple extraction is of high accuracy in Section 6.2. For exam-
ple, the �rst meta-pattern “CHEMICAL increased GENE” extracts a
relation tuple (“forskolin”, “renin”) under this relation type from
the Pubmed abstract with PMID “9256163”. The original sentence is:
“Forskolin (10 microM), an activator of adenylyl cyclase, and terbu-
taline (100 microM), a beta2-adrenergic agonist known to increase
cAMP levels, also increased renin mRNA and prorenin release.” Al-
though the two entities, “forskolin” and “renin”, are far apart in
such a long and complicated sentence, CPIE is able to accurately
extract them under the relation of “CHEMICAL increased GENE”.
One may note that, in this example, “renin mRNA and prorenin
release" could be a more accurate subject in the “increased" relation.

It indicates that extending entity recognition to entity phrase recog-
nition for prepossessing may further improve the performance of
our system.

Moreover, there are more than one relation type and more than
one relation instance in the above sentence. CPIE will also be able to
extract the relation tuple (”terbutaline”, “renin”) under the relation
type “CHEMICAL increased GENE”, and the relation tuple (”terbu-
taline”, “cAMP”) under the relation type “CHEMICAL increased
CHEMICAL” simultaneously. This is mainly because we �rst re-
solve the sentence structure by extracting short clauses, and then
extract quality meta-patterns based on the extracted clauses. This
example also shows the power of CPIE in dealing with real-world
biomedical literature with complicated sentence structures and rich
information in an e�cient and high-quality way.

7 DISCUSSION
7.1 Biomedical named entity recognition with

distant supervision
Current meta-patterns only include the most common biomedi-
cal entity types - gene, chemical, and disease. Recognizing more
entity types will further enrich the extracted meta-patterns and
relation tuples. For example, this is a sentence from PubMed papers
with PMID “236533”: “Colectomy is more e�ective than high-dose
steroid therapy in reversing the growth retardation caused by ul-
cerative colitis and is of greatest value if not delayed too long.” In
this sentence, “colectomy” and “steroid therapy” are treatment tech-
nologies and “ulcerative colitis” is a disease. If we can recognize
the entity type “TREATMENT”, we will be able to extract a relation
type “TREATMENT treat DISEASE” from the above sentence.

Most biomedical named entity recognition systems use super-
vised machine learning models, which require human labeled train-
ing dataset for model development. However, it may not be possible
to acquire the human labeled training data for all the entity types
that we are interested in. One way is to leverage distant supervision,
which automatically labels the corpus by some distant examples in
the knowledge base and then use this partially labeled corpus for
model training. For example, Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) is a
knowledge base for biomedical entities. We can �nd “colectomy” in
MeSH ontology, which can serve as a distant supervision example
for recognizing the entity type “TREATMENT”. It will greatly ben-
e�t our current framework if more entity types can be recognized
as the �rst step of the pipeline.

7.2 Extend meta-pattern extraction
The current framework utilizes ClausIE to extract short clauses
from input sentences and resolve the long and complicated sen-
tence structures. However, the ClausIE output is often noisy and
redundant, and errors from ClausIE can be propagated down to the
next step of meta-pattern extraction. One way is to directly extend
the texture meta-pattern extraction method to long and compli-
cated sentence structures. For example, patterns on the dependency-
parsing tree of the sentence can be incorporated with sequential tex-
tual patterns for long-distance pattern discovery. How to extend the
meta-pattern extraction methods to directly extract meta-patterns
on such complicated sentences is an interesting problem.

{'GE1E', 'CHE0,CAL'}

27.6%

{'',6EA6E', 'CHE0,CAL'}

19.6%

{'CHE0,CAL'}

16.6%

{'63EC,E6', 'CHE0,CAL'}
13.1%

{'GE1E'}
6.6%

{'',6EA6E'}

6.5%

27HE56

10.0%
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Synonymous meta-pattern groups
Table 5: Examples of synonymous groups of the quality meta-patterns.

Synonymous group Meta-patterns
CHEMICAL induce DISEASE CHEMICAL causes DISEASE

CHEMICAL leads to DISEASE
CHEMICAL induces DISEASE
CHEMICAL exposure causes DISEASE

CHEMICAL inhibit GENE CHEMICAL decreased GENE
CHEMICAL decreases GENE
CHEMICAL inhibition of GENE
CHEMICAL suppressed GENE

CHEMICAL no e�ect on GENE CHEMICAL had no e�ect on GENE
CHEMICAL did not a�ect GENE

DISEASE induced by CHEMICAL in SPECIES DISEASE induced by CHEMICAL in SPECIES
DISEASE be induced by CHEMICAL in SPECIES

SPECIES treated with CHEMICAL SPECIES were pretreated with CHEMICAL
SPECIES were administered with CHEMICAL
CHEMICAL treated SPECIES
SPECIES be induced by CHEMICAL
SPECIES were exposed to CHEMICAL

Table 6: Examples of relationship instances of the quality meta-patterns.

Meta-pattern Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 3 PMID
CHEMICAL increased GENE forskolin renin - 9256163

nicotine GM-CSF - 9606035
TCDD TGF-alpha - 11309286
CP461 PKG - 11602670
beta-naphtho�avone CYP1B1 - 12843640

CHEMICAL inhibited DISEASE rapamycin-FKBP retinoblastoma - 7532117
bile salts cholestasis - 12644037
TAS-108 tumor - 15671561
zinc cytotoxicity - 15922008
DY-9760e brain edema - 16987238

DISEASE be induced by CHEMICAL in SPECIES pulmonary toxicity nitrofurantoin rats 1313237
colon cancers PhIP rats 14507667
metabolic disorders PFOA human 23978341
carcinogenesis arsenic humans 19524636
liver injury carbon tetrachloride rats 17173083

CHEMICAL induces apoptosis in SPECIES DISEASE arsenic trioxide human gastric cancer 11146441
�avopiridol human leukemia 11464216
iso�urane rat pheochromocytoma 18227305
sodium butyrate human hepatoma 15177505
butyrate human hepatoma 15177505

CHEMICAL against CHEMICAL induced DISEASE dimercaptosuccinic acid arsenic toxicity 15998567
zinc cadmium disorders in bone metabolism 23726800
selenium cadmium hematological disturbances 24954678
resveratrol cisplatin testicular damage 28606469
erdosteine acetaminophen renal toxicity 16532256

8 CONCLUSIONS
We propose a novel framework CPIE: Clause+Pattern-guided Infor-
mation Extraction that automatically extract both relation type and
relation tuples with little supervision. CPIE �rst resolves the long
and complicated sentence structures by clause extraction and then
uses texture meta-patterns to extract n-ary tuples with entity type
information. Quality meta-patterns are selected and synonymous
meta-patterns are grouped to produce more structured output for
downstream application. Ourmethod achieves the highest precision

in comparison with state-of-the-art OpenIE baselines and keeps
the distinctiveness and simplicity of extracted relation tuples. Case
studies also show the power of CPIE in e�ectively dealing with
real-world biomedical literature with complicated sentence struc-
tures and rich information. Future work to improve our framework
includes: (1) include more entity types with distant supervision, (2)
replace ClausIE with an extended meta-pattern extraction method
to reduce error propagation.
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Automated Information Extraction on PubMed

q PubMed comprises over 29 million biomedical literature from MEDLINE, 
life science journals, and online books.

q BioText Demo Project is a web-based tool focusing on a more 
comprehensive annotation of the entities and relations in PubMed 
publications.

q Using the UMLS database as the entity dictionary for distant supervision.
q Using meta-patterns for open relation extraction.

q Online demo: https://biotext-demo.firebaseapp.com

https://biotext-demo.firebaseapp.com
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BioText Demo Project
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Summary: from Unstructrured Text to Knowledge

q Power of Structured Heterogeneous Information Networks

q Mining Structures from Massive Unstructured Text (Texts → Structures)

q Automated Entity Typing (ClusType → AutoNER)

q Automated Open Relation Extraction?

q Automated Structured Analysis (Network/Text-based Summarization & Embedding)

q The Path: Unstructured Text to Network to Knowledge
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Future Work: Named Entity Recognition

q Improve the distant supervision
q Can we do better than string match?
q Can we integrate the phrase mining with NER and let them mutually 

enhance each other?

q Involve human experts in the loop
q Given a fixed amount of expert hours, how to build the most reliable 

NER system?
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Future Work: Relation Extraction

q Better utilize unsupervised text corpora
q Retrieve unlabeled sentences that are similar to labeled sentences for 

training
q Fine-tune contextualized language models to generate training samples

q Incorporate embedding techniques into open-domain information 
extraction

q Use embeddings to encode patterns and refine extracted tuples 
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Constructed Heterogeneous Information Networks

Public
Knowledge Bases

Massive Text Data

Phrase Mining

Entity 
Recognition

Relation 
Extraction Heterogeneous Information Network

q The network constructed from 
massive texts is usually gigantic

q How to better explore it?
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AutoNet Demo (KDD’18): Basic Structured Analysis

q Expands the constructed network
q Retrieves related entities and relations 

from the gigantic, constructed network
q Retrieves a subnetwork through keyphrase search
q Links back to PubMed articles
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Taxonomy Construction

q Taxonomy is a hierarchical organization of concepts
q For example: Wikipedia category, ACM CCS Classification System, 

Medical Subject Heading (MeSH), Amazon Product Category, Yelp 
Category List, WordNet, and etc. 

Wikipedia Category MeSH Amazon Product Category

artefact

Motor vehicle

motorcargo-kart truck

hatch-back compact gas guzzler

WordNet
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Two types of Taxonomy

q Clustering-based Taxonomy ❑ Instance-based Taxonomy
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Taxonomy Construction Methods: A Landscape

Label
Amount

Structure level

Taxonomic
relation

Instance-based
taxonomy

Clustering-based
taxonomy

No
supervision

A few labeled
supervision

Fully labeled
relations/taxonomies

Probase [Wu et al.’12]
OntoLearn [Velardi et al.’13]
WiBi [Flati et al.’14]

Hearst Pattern [Hearst’92]
DIVE [Chang et al.’18]
U-TEAL [Wang et al.’19]

hLDA [Blei et al.’03]
CATHY [Wang et al.’13a]
TaxoGen [Chao et al.’18]

STI [Snow et al.’06]
SL-MST [Bansal et al.’14]
TaxoRL [Mao et al.’18]

Piecewise-LP [Fu et al.’14]
HypeNET [Shwartz et al.’16]

HSLDA [Perotte et al.’11]

SOL [Nakashole et al.’12]
MetaPAD [Jiang et al.’17]

SSHLDA [Mao et al.’12]
HDM [Wang et al.’14]

HiExpan [Shen et al.’18]

For a more comprehensive landscape see:
https://github.com/mickeystroller/awesome-taxonomy

https://github.com/mickeystroller/awesome-taxonomy
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Multi-Dimensional Text Cube Construction

q Numerical data cube (each cell is a numerical value) has been extensively studied
q Measures: Numerical aggregations as sum & avg.

q Text cube: Each cell contains a set of documents (e.g., <Apple, TV, 2016>)
q There is an imminent need to do OLAP analysis on text cubes

Dimensions:
Brand: Apple, Samsung, Huawei…
Product: phone, tablet, TV, laptop…
Field: IR, Machine Learning, NLP…
Text:
Aviation Safety Reports from NASA
Product Reviews from Amazon
Research Papers from DBLP

Huawei
Samsung

Apple

phone

tablet

TV

2014
2015

2016

Cell: <Samsung, phone, 2016>
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Multi-dimensional Text Cube with Queries & Hierarchies

Politics Sports

Basketball FootballPresidential
election

The
Queen

Inflation GDPStock price

Economy

Champaign

Chicago
New York City

San Francisco

Los Angeles

Moscow

Beijing

Illinois

California

Russia

China

United
States

9pm

8pm

7pm

Topic dimension

Ti
m

e 
di

m
en

si
on

Loca
tio

n dim
en

sio
n

Query “United States
presidential election”

Query “Illinois sports”Query “Illinois economy”

New York

+ dimension k, k+1 ……

Queries:
Point Query:  one specific cell
Plane Query: a set of cells
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Text Cube Construction: Two Central Tasks

❑ 1. Taxonomy Construction
❑ How to discover the taxonomy for 

each dimension?

❑ 2. Document Allocation
❑ How to allocate documents into the 

cube?
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Weakly-Supervised Text Classification

?

❑ WeSTClass, WeSHClass [Meng et al., 2018, 2019], HiGitClass [Zhang et al., 2019]
❑ Require no training data, but a small amount of seed information
❑ (1) label names, or (2) relevant keywords, or (3) a few labeled docs
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Pseudo Training Data + Self-Training

❑ Pseudo document generation: generate pseudo documents from seeds.
❑ Self-training: train deep neural nets (CNN, RNN) with bootstrapping.
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Y. Sun: SIGKDD’13 Dissertation Award
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